Photeon Technologies GmbH
Who we are:
Photeon Technologies is a high-tech company in the field of chip design. We
realize complete development projects from the idea and specification to the
delivered microchip. You have definitely already used a product which
contains “a part of Photeon”.
As one of the market leaders for turnkey solutions for our broad portfolio of
customers, Photeon offers possibility to work on many interesting and highly
complex products for Automotive, Industrial, Medical and many other
markets.
We offer a dynamic, exciting, and friendly environment, as well as many possibilities for your further
development in the direction that suits you the best.
Our headquarters is located in Dornbirn in Vorarlberg, Austria. Vorarlberg is situated in the western part of
Austria and borders Germany and Switzerland. Our region is famous for its beautiful landscape, a large
variety of spare time activities and for its renowned and future oriented companies. We also have an R&D
center in Pavia, Italy (30min from Milan). Photeon Dornbirn is located next to the University of Applied
Sciences Vorarlberg.
What we offer to students/ graduates:
Photeon stands for innovation, creativity, internationality, personal and professional development and for
reaching our goals as team!
We invite you to be a part of our family and be a driver of developing your knowledge, skills, and experience.
Our goal is to win young and motivated talents for our company. Young professionals will be internally
supervised and supported until they feel comfortable enough to work autonomously on projects. We also
offer appropriate training courses as well as the possibility to take internships or even to do their bachelor-/
master-theses with us (for example in the area automotive, electronics, embedded systems, industrial
electronics & communication). Certainly we are also looking for permanent hiring in the area of Analog
Design, Digital Design, Layout Design, Testing, Power Management & Mixed Signal Verification.
Why Photeon:
If young professionals are interested in new technologies and future-oriented projects in the field of chip
design, then Photeon is the right choice. We offer an exciting, varied work in a growing and internationally
active company. Employees experience good familiarization and ongoing support from our experienced
engineers. Regular trainings and the possibility of professional and personal development are one core focus
of Photeon. Certainly, a competitive compensation package and support in relocation and finding an
apartment in our area, is granted. Apart from working we always have time to spend time together as a team
- for example at one of our legendary company events or at other occations.
Appropriate accommodation is available in Vorarlberg and we are pleased to share further information on
request.
If we caught your attention please do not hesitate to contact us under contact@photeon.com. We are looking
forward to hearing from you!
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